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AUTHOR î Oan^fîl R. LT. COL.,INF. U6**» 
TITL?; : National Valuon Heßardln/? the Use of War Captives as 

Political Pawns 
FORMAT I Easay 

An nndcratandlnr, of the political valuta that some of the 

present world powers have placed on the loss or Rain of captives 

In recent wa-s night help to shed some light on how these nations 

night act in fntnre International negotiations during the "Cold 

War". Sinco the armed forces of the United States are Involved 

directly or Indirectly in defending largo portions of the globe, 

American servicemen become military targets and ithën captured 

often become pawns in the great gome of international política. 

IMs paper will show from experiences in World War II, tho Kor¬ 

ean ftar, the Vietnam War as well as some other recent conflicts 

that political use of war prisoners is on the increase and that 

attitudes toward these prisonersahe related closely to a nations 

attitude toward its own people* 



BACKGROUND 

. A clear undo rat finding of the political values that aorio 

modern nations place on the loss or gain of war captivos might 

help to shed light on future negotiations with these nations* 

This paper will show from exporiencos in recent conflicts that 

political use of war prisoners has increased and that national 

attitudes toward these prisoners relate closely to attitudes 

that various governments take toward thoir own people* To undei- 

stand the origins of these values one must take a close look 

at history. 

Early man had no need for his victims in a conflict, and he 

simply killed them and sometimes ate them. When he adopted a 

more settled way of life and his moans of conflict was more 

organized, he found it useful to spare the lives of his adver¬ 

saries and enslave them, thus freeing himself from the burden 

of regular work.l 

Values toward war prisoners differ because cultures differ* 

In modern Indonesia and Malaysia for example there is a sharp 

distinction between the common criminal and the prisoner of war* 

The PW is not regarded by his captors as having been removed from 

the conflict. Upon surrender he ordinarily assists his former 

enemy rather than bo killed by his own people if he returns to them.2 

The Turks, on the other hand, treat an enemy captive as a comm¬ 

on criminal with no claim to rights. Their own soldiers, however, 

lidio are enemy captives are respected if they have fought well.3 

1 C.W.W, Greonidge Slavery (19£8), p l£ 
2. Lucien Pye, "IndonosTã^Prisoner of War Study VIII D hoAoï ni 7 
3. Pred Prey ''Turkey", Ibid7“"p 20-2 9 117 
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In black Africa the culture again playa a major rolo In attl- 

tvdes toward priaonera of v/ar. According to Cervenka: 

The notion of a faceloan antagoniat who kills 
without animus or personal motivation in the service 
of an abstract principle ia totally foreign to Afri¬ 
can thinking. Armed conflict in the Congo la, thua, 
not depersonalized. The soldier ia not merely an 
agent of his government, he la a man who may habe 
juat attempted to kill his captor and who must be 
dealt with accordingly. The prisoner of war is not 
even a'political" enemy in the Western sense, but 
a personal enemy entitled to retribution. An enemy 
captured in an intertribal or international conflict 
-- thua occupies a lower status than a person detain¬ 
ed under municipal criminal law or cuatom.M- 

Prisoners of war throughout most of modern history have been 

identified primarily with battlefield activities and forced lab¬ 

or and not with political activity and propaganda. In some of 

the recent wars prisoners were ofíored cerVáiÜ'material advant¬ 

ages if they accepted employment even for work in connection 

with military operations. Per .example in World War II over 800 

000 Russian prisoners v/orked as labor for Germany.£ Other examp¬ 

les of this were the French prisoners in Germany who were trans¬ 

formed into civilian workers and the Italian prisoners in Allied 

hands who were asked to accept various forms of work to help the 

Allied war effort.^ 

In spite of these apparent economic considerations, in most 

wars of this century political considerations have managed to 

4 Zdonok Cervenkn. M The Congo * Central Africa” Ibid., p22 
fl/’S V» CD . 1 J V\  • «. _| _ _ _ I  # * M 
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croop into the situation. The detaining authorities quite often 

have created "collaborating" governments such as the Vichy Gov¬ 

ernment in Prance in 19^0 and the Badoglio Government in Italy 

in I9I4.3 which claimed jurisdiction over war prisoners from a 

previous government. These puppet governments, in order to win 

approval of the conquering armies, enesuraged prisoners to make 

special agreements with the detaining power. This type of agree¬ 

ment had been specifically prohibited by the Geneva Convention, 

because it deprived the prisoners of the protection afforded by 

their military status.7 The point in question is the intention 

of the detaining power. Would much greater profit for the war 

effort be derived from these transformed prisoners than from 

civilians ? Was the greater autonomy offered these prisoners 

a form of political bribe to modify their alienation and encour¬ 

age political support for the puppet regime? 

Other modern attempts to use prisoners of war as pawns in 

international politics have been associated with minority groups 

who were forced to fight for the state in which they resided. 

In most cases initial objectives aimed at minorities involved 

creating dissension in the armies on the battlefield. As move¬ 

ments among prisoners grew, however, they often developed into 

outright political aggitation at home. In World War I for ex¬ 

ample the Germans sought to win Arabs or Mohammedans of the 

7 Ibid., p 19 
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Indian Army by appealing to the holy war declared by Turkey to 

weld all Mohammedans into solidarity* ® 

The story of the Katyn Forest Massacre in igljD of 1^000 Pol¬ 

ish soldiers by the N,KoV0D* is another example where prisoners 

of a minority group wore exploited politically. Ihe Germans wore 

the first to cast light on the incident in 19^3 and,by placing 

blame for the massacre on the Russians, hoped to crack the unity 

of the Allies.9 The Soviet response was that these prisoners 

fell into the hands of "German-Fascist hangmen".^ The fate of the 

Polish prisoners was thus exploited by both the German and Soviet 

propaganda agencies in hopes of winning Polish national sympatljy 

to their side. 

This discussion leads up to the inevitable questions:Can a 

nation*s attitudes towards its own and its enemies* prisoners 

be measured beyond the military •ffects on the battlefield? Are 

some nations today more humanitarian toward their own people than 

other nations? Do national values change? Are political goals 

more important than humanitarian? To attempt to answer these 

questions requires an analysis of the experiences of some of the 

major powers in recent wars. These experiences reveal certain 

national trends which might be of importance some day to our 

own planners of the future who might more easily detect possib¬ 

le courses of action of future antagonists. 

9 S1KreS«l^SOn Pgiyrs of War Social Science Series 2¿(lQla 

10 Ibid! y ' —~ ^ th9 F°Peflt- ( I962)p 15 / p if 



THE SYSTEM OP VALUES OP THE UNITED STATES 

In its handling of prisoners of war, the United Stetos Govern¬ 

ment has placed great emphasis upon proper treatment in accord¬ 

ance with its responsibilities under international law, and its 

desire to insure equal treatment of its own personnel captured 

by enemy forcesSympathy for the lives of American military 

and their allies has meant much to Americans, and in recent times 

the United States Government has been willing to barter to save 

these lives. In 1962,for example, the United States, which had a 

moral obligation to the Cuban Brigade after the failure of the 

invasion of the Bay of Pigs, ransomed from Castro some 1179 mem¬ 

bers of the brigade in exchange for 55*9 million dollars worth 

of medical supplies, drugs and infant food*12In similar manner, 

after Commander Lloyd M. Bucher*s purported confession for Nor¬ 

th Korean propaganda purposes that the USS Pueblo was a spy ship, 

the United States Government eventually ransomed the 83 crew men*- 

bers by an admission (which was later recinded) to the truth of 

these statements«^ 

There appear, however, to bo limits in political concessions 

to which the U.S« Government will go in order to free war capt¬ 

ives« Hie U«S« appears willing to pay high monitary prices as 

in Cuba or admit minor guilt even for the benefit of enemy pro- 

11 Department of State, "Prisoners of War" Vietnam Information 
Notes # 9 (August I967) , p 1 

12 Harbridge House,Prlsonor of War Study Vol II Ch. VII(1969) p6 
13 New York Times 'Poxts of Purported Confession and Pentagons 

Replÿ^ 1/25/1968 p 1¾. b 
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paganda, but she has refused during the last few years the far 

greater concessions demanded by North Vietnam for the release of 

American prisoners of war. This is a clear-cut case of war prison¬ 

ers being used as pawns of international politics. North Vietnamés 

point has been that there could be no progress on this subject 

until the United States withdrew all of its military personnel 

from South Vietnam.1^ In addition early in the war it appears 

that North Vietnam coerced some prisoners to make anti-war state¬ 

ments for purposes of propaganda. The United States has countered 

that North Vietnam is not offering humane and lenient treatment.^ 

In any case the United States has indicated that there are limits 

to which she will go to free these prisoners. 

American policy toward enemy prisoners of war has not always 

been completely free from political influence. During the Korean 

War, according to Bradbury and Myers: 

A program of civil information and education(CIE) 
was also initiated in the camps, only part of which 
was clearly in fulfillraentAof the spirit of the(Geneva) 
Convention*3 Article 33. 

The purpose of this program (CIE) according to the Chief of 

the field Operations Division of the CIE Program in 19£l was : 

To provide an ideologic orientation towards 
811 or(^orly> responsible, progressive, peaceloving, 
and democratic society. — We would also like to 
see develop a support of an independent, demo¬ 
cratic, unified Korean nation.-M 

Communist elements in the compounds naturally objected to tho 

content of the program and claimed that the United Nations 

Ilf U.S.Congress -House Comm, on Foreign Affairs Hearings Qlst Cnnr. 
•.A Prisoners of War in Vietnam" (Növ7 IQOQ) p 7-ll ‘ 
lb William Bradbury, Samuel Myers & Albert Biderman Edit. 

Mass Behavior in Batble and Captivltv(lQ63 p 218 

if Bradbury of War P Problem(1Q7Q) 



authorities wore attempting to make propaganda out of the program, 

Support for this argument is brought out by Bradbury and Myers 

when discussing the twenty-three CIE teachers who worked with 

the Chinese prisoners on Koje-do Island. According to the find¬ 

ings of these two : 

The evidence is strong that.some of these 
teachers acted as vigorous propagandists for 
the idea of repatriation to Formosa rather 
than to the Communist-held mainland. 

In other recent wars there is some evidence of American polit¬ 

ical influence upon war captives. As previously mentioned in this 

paper, during World War II in Italy, when Marshal Badoglio replac¬ 

ed Mussolini, many Italian war prisoners held by the Allies were 

authorized parole if they collaborated against their former al** 
•% .♦ .. 20 *r.. . , # 

«U.UHJ.IUU une* xa nob uocuiauntod completely or 

clear, but if the newspaper reports are correct, certain re-orient- 

ation programs for Viotcong and North Vietnamese soldiers ha¥d 

taken place. How much of this is controlled by the South Viet¬ 

namese Government and how much by the American is not clear. In 

any case our Korean War experience in this type of program would 

indicate that we have not changed our policy. 

18 Ibid., p 283 
19 Ibid., p 292 
20 Wilhelm, p 20 

18 
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THE SYSTEM OF VALUES OF THE SOVIET UNION 

Any attempt to predict the attitude today of the Soviet 

Union toward enemy prisoners of war or toward its own prison¬ 

ers in enemy hands is highly speculative* Por any kind of an 

appraisal one must project past attitudes and practices into 

a hypothetical conflict situation. Although the evidence of 

those attitudes and practices steins primarily, from V/orld War 

II,it must not bo overlooked that from the Imperial Period 

Russian has relied on massive land armies as its principal 

weapon and has undertaken a leading role in articulating prin¬ 

ciples for the treatment of war prisoners*^ 

Future Soviet attitudes may bo difficult to estimate because 

they will tend to fluctuate and not remain consistent»Although 

ideology and historical experience may influonce these attitud¬ 

es, most important will be the attitude at that particular time 

of the Soviet Government toward a nation whose soldiers have 

been captured. ' In addition domestic political conditions may 

affect the Soviet treatment of these captives. According to 

Berman and Butler: 

Accounts given by Soviet citizens imprisoned 
In labor camps very similar to prisoner of war 
camps show that the camp administration was 
sensitive to changes in purge policies. 

21 Harold J. Berman and William E. Butler , "Soviet Treatment 
of Prisoners of War In Future Conflict" Prisoner of War Sfcnrfx 

22 Ibid 11 Part VIn ^969) Harbridgo’ House p IjT ^ 

23 IbidI' p 7 
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Tue Soviet Union haa bocome hiriily sensitive to the notion 

of reciprocity. During the early months of the Gorman occupat¬ 

ion of Russia in 19!p.*the treatment of the Soviet prisoners by 

the German Army was atrocious. This neglect and abuse continued 

throughout tho war and reached such extremes that of the total 

¢160,010 prisoners captured only approximately 1 871 000 survived. 

( 1 9ÖI 000 died in P.V7«Camps, 1 303 000 were not accounted for, 

819 000 v/orked for the Germans and 1 0£3 000 survived in camps)2^ 

Tho Soviet Government had no faith in the intention of Nazi 

Germany to observe international law as evidenced by these ex¬ 

cesses and consequently retaliated by refusing to respect the 

rights of German war captives. According to Dallin î 

In spite of continuous efforts to obtain permission 
to inspect P.V/. camps in the U.S.S.R. or to exchange 
lists of troops or oven to send material 
aid to prisoners hold in the Soviet Union, the 
Soviet reply was invariably in the negative« 

Another aspect of Soviet thinking that must be considered is 

that of its own humiliation when excessive masses of its sold¬ 

iers have been captured with ease by the enemy. Government lead¬ 

ers do not desire to draw world attention to Soviet soldiers 

who willingly surrendered to tho enemy. An example of this was 

early in World War II whan Stalin made the following statements 

2¾. Alexander Pall in. German Rule in Russia IQkl-lQkÇ -A Stndv 
of^Oco.ipatiorTTolícTés~(T9V7 ) u 'á'fcv??- 

25 Ibid., pl¿20.. - 
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Thoro oro no Russian prisoners of War. The 
Russian soldier fights on till death. If he 
chooses to boeomo a prisoner, he is 
ically excluded from the Russian Com .mixo.y. 

As a result of this policy the fate of these prisoners of war 

was so uidorplayod at the Nuremberg Proceedings that observers 

wondored v/hether human life meant anything at all to the minds 

of Soviet officialdom. ^YAgain and again during the war this 

callousness of Soviet officialdom revealed itself. Even in 

19^2 when the Gormans agreed to allow the Swiss Red Cross to 

distribute parcels from heutral countries to Russian prisoners 

in Germany, Molotov turned down the proposal because the Soviets 

did not fool that it was important enough to transfer any cur¬ 

rency to pay for it# 

The Soviet «tvrhpm 5 s gT/s’ partial to the notions 

of "confession, sincere repentance and rehabilitation", accord¬ 

ing to Berman and Butler.29 During World War II the Russians 

singled out Gorman military elite and by giving them preferent¬ 

ial treatment and re-education, created a new pro-Soviet German 

leadership for purposes of postwar policy in Germany. ^ More 

recent evidence that the Soviet leadership still thinks in terms 

of repentance for political and propaganda purposós was illust¬ 

rated by the confession of the United States U-2 pilot, Gary 

Powers, before a Soviet court. 

In future wars the Soviet might deviate from international 

practices in crimes they consider to be against humanity and 

might try military leaders in a civilian courit Political in¬ 

doctrination for propaganda purposes might also be ençloyed. 

(10) 



THF. SYSTEM OF VAL’IKS OF COWÍUNIST CHINA 

IHie Chinese do not rojoct gonernl international law and its 

rules pertaining to prisonora of w:ir,bub they prefer rather to 

modify it witii policies toward prisoners that fall within the 

general framework and rhetoric of international law. According 

to Cohen: 

Pokinggeneral foreign policy lino at any 
given time is a critical factor in determining 
its attitude toward international norms govern¬ 
ing prisoners of war. 32 

Evidence from the Korean War indicates that the attitudes of 

the government of The Peoples Republic of China toward United 

Nations prisoners of war fluctuated. Before the armistice negot¬ 

iations all PW»s were treated as war criminals who could be shot 

but .«Lo would Lo Lruttiuá g onerously in exchange for demonstrated 

"repentance". Those who resisted were punished. By mid-19^1 when 

the PRC nad decided to enter into armistice negotiations, it be¬ 

gan to observe some of the standards in the Geneva Convention, 

and the overall treatment of the UN prisoners generally began 

to improve. As the negotiations progressed during the next sev¬ 

eral years the treatment would vary with the varying attitudes 

that the captors developed toward these negotiations. 

Domestic factors reflect on the treatment of war prisoners 

as much as they do on the treatment of Chinese and foreign pri¬ 

soners in domestic Chinese Jails. For example, in 1956 when 

32 Jerome A. Cohen /'National Attitudes and Legal Standards: 
Ooinnunlst China", Prisoner of War Study Harbridce House 
Vol. 2 Part VIII I969) . p 6 

33 Ibid. 
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there was a general ’'thaw” In law enforcement under the Commun¬ 

ist regime, lenient treatment for Japanese war criminals was 

first announced?’+Clearly this illustrated that inconsistancy 

in internal government policies reflects inconsistancy in the 

treatment of px-isoners of war« 

The Chinese "thought reform" (brainwashing) program for war 

prisoners was not, according to Cohen, a part of the old Chin¬ 

ese penal system but : 

- is a Chinese Communist contribution that was 
in part perfected during the Chinese Civil War by 
its application to captured Nationalist troops 
after the Communist victory in 191)-9. Its techniques 
were applied to the population as a whole, but 
with special emphasis upon the population of pri¬ 
sons, labor camps and other detention places. ^ 

It is a concept of "leniency" for those who repent and severity 

for tho^w ..AiO iccist. Certain War prisoners may even get priv¬ 

ileged treatment if the Chinese Communists believe that this 

policy of generosity will win political support. This out¬ 

right conversion of prisoners of war to Communism was, accord¬ 

ing to Kinkead, one of the three aims of the well-planned Chin¬ 

ese Communist program for war captives that was employed dur¬ 

ing the Korean War«36 

Another aim of this program that was employed during the 

Korean War was that of disseminating propaganda that was fav¬ 

orable to the Communists and unfavorable to the United Nations« 

To implement this the Chinese screened outgoing letters for use 

in radio propaganda broadcasts. Photostatic copies of these let¬ 

ters were then distributed in order to disrupt prisoner morale«37 

il 
ir 

Ibid 
Ibid«, p 3 

Euçone Kinkead In Evory War but One 

(12) 
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Often in the "th ught reform" program the Chinese use con¬ 

fessions for purposes of propaganda. The classic example is the 

interrogation and forced confessions in 19^2 during the Korean 

War of captured American pilots. The Communists believed or 

wanted the world to believe that these pilots flew planes that 

carried bombs for use in bacterial warfare. Over thirty-eight 

confessions wrro used for propaganda purposes. The confession 

speeches were polished for western consumption by the two Brit¬ 

ish Communist journalists Wilfred Burchett and Allan Winnington. 

In order to obtain these confessions,coersion was used on some 

of the pilots by relays of interrogators and months of solitary 

confinement. The first to break, Lieutenants Enoch and Quinn, 

according to White, stated Chats 

Wiey were war criminals who would be tried 
and convicted and never see America again.But 
if they cooperated, each would be a "People*s 
Hero , entitled to the Lenient Treatment Policy. 

Communiât Chinese attitudes toward her own soldiers who are 

enemy captives seems to fluctuate as mueh as her attitudes towar 

enemy captives In her own hands. The Korean War gives illustrat¬ 

ions of this attitude quite clearly. During the early part of 

the war the Chinese wWre quite Indifferent toward their own sold 

iers who had been taken prisoner by U.N. forces. Onoe the truce 

talks began, however, the Chinese Communist propaganda organisât 

Ion bagan to make use of these prisoners. According to Bradbury 

38 William L. White, The Captives of Korea (IVS?) p 167- 168 
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'ñie principal prisoner of war disturbances 
were not explosions of pent-up fury and frust¬ 
ration, sterling from captivity but collective 
actions planned by highly disciplined men for 
objectives which far transcended the prison 
situation itself. To create these mass disturb¬ 
ances, the Communist leaders had to incite their 
men, not merely channel or organize existing 
discontents* 39 

The Chinese were thus using prisoner discontent as an assert¬ 

ion of political power to influence the political outcome of the 

truce talks* It was also used to counter the activities of the 

anti- Communist movemenö directed at the Chinese prisoners of 

war by the United Nations forces*^® 

The Chinese havo thus shown that they are net completely 

insensitive to world opinion or to the desire for humane treat¬ 

ment to prisoners of war who are not "reactionari s"* They re¬ 

gard westerners with grave suspicion and any effort to improve 

their treatment of prisoners of war must be viewed in the broad¬ 

er context of the need to create more trust between the hostile 

parties* Ip. 

39 Bradbury, Myers & Biderman P 2Q3 
to Ibid, p 293-29lj. 
41 Cohen p 28-29 
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THE SYSTEM OF VALUES OF OTHER COUNTRIES 

In some of the smaller wars since World War II certain nat¬ 

ions t after hostilities had ceased, continued to hold military 

prisoners and use them as pawns for a better political settle¬ 

ment. This policy had considerable political merit, particular¬ 

ly if one side had many moro prisoners than the other. The level 

of humanitarian values that a nation hold for its own soldiers 

who had been captured weighed heavily in the degree of politic¬ 

al concession that nation might make. 

The recent India-Pakistan conflict in Bangladesh is an oxcoll- 

ent example of this practice. At the present time India holds 

73 944 Pakistan soldiers as captivos while Pakistan holds only 

6.?0 Indian Ain.r/ p-isoacroj1^ TLoao prisoner's have become pawns 

in a high-level political controversy between the two countries. 

Indian officials make it clear that POW repatriation depends on 

other issues: Kashmir, a peace treaty, disputed borders, and 

restoration of diplomatic ties. In addition India is using 

these Pakistani prisoners as a lever to force Pakistan to re— 

cognize th<> newly independent nation of Bangladesh.^ 

How far Pakistan will concede to have tho prisoners returned 

is not known at this time. The Pakistanis regard a soldier as an 

instrument of government who is simply performing his duty and 

should not be regarded as a personal party to the conflict. 

42 U.3.News and World Report "Playing Politics with 93000 
Pakistan Captives" September 18, 1972 

43 Ibid. 
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There is no disgrace attached to surrender, and the prisoners 

would be accepted at homo upon release or repatriation.^ Uh« 

fortunately Paid ntan is a totalitarian style state with polit¬ 

ical control in the hands of a few,and too often government 

policy does not consider the attitudes of the people. 

■îfr # -2 if- -a- -îf- -¡s- -a- 

The Vietnam War has shown that the policies of Hanoi toward 

war prisoners are quite similar to those of China. By holding 

American military captives as pawns with the requirement that 

both military and political settlements must be reached before 

their release, the North Vietnamese have placed themselves dir- 

ectly into American domestic politics. In short the prisoners 

have become political pawns for which Hanoi has set very high 

stakes. 

The North Vietnamese, since they do not consider themselves 

at war with the United States, condlder the captured pilots as 

criminals in the way that the Chinese did during the Korean 

War. The broadcasts from Hanoi portray the U.S. air raids on 

North Vietnam as criminal attacks on a country that is not en¬ 

gaged in a conflict with the United States but is simply a vic¬ 

tim of American aggression . The downed American airmen, under 

these terms,are subject, therefore, to criminal prosecution#^ 

1|4 ¡¡fyron Weiner, »The Indian Subcontinent" Prisoner of War 
, vol II Part VIII D (I969) p lõ“- -- 

Now xork Times, "Prisoners Made Pawns in War" 7/2I4./1966 p E 1 
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The North Vietnamese have over the years probably deter¬ 

mined that these captives are more valuable to thorn alive 

than dead. They have made use of forced confessions for pro¬ 

paganda purposes such as that of Commander Stratton in 19&7 

in much the same manner that the Chinese and North Koreans 

used American pilots during the Korean V/ar. ^ 

Why these prisoners were not tried and executed is not 

known. Perhaps Hanoi had some understanding of American val¬ 

ues and reasoned that these pilots were far more valuable 

alive than dead. President Lyndon Johnson in 19&6, when ask¬ 

ed what the United States would do if the fliers wore tried 

and executed, replied: 

1 think the people of this country would 
find this action very revolting and repulsive 
and would react accordingly. 47 

By thus keeping most of the prisoners alive, Hanoi has been 

able to use them as pawns in the great game of international 

politics. By 1972 these prisoners have become a major polit¬ 

ical issue in the United States presidential election. 

1|.6 New York Times. "U.S.Pears Hanoi is Brainwashing American 
P.O.W.>3" April 4» I967 p 1 

New York Times. "He Acted Like a Robot" )4/9/1967 p E 2 
47 New York Times "Prisoners Made Pawns in War" ,7/24/66 p E 1 
48 U.S.Nows & World Report."War Prisoners Center of a Political 

Fight",1 2UAug.l97¿p2Ó-21 
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CONCLUSION 

This paper has attempted to show the values that some of 

the major nations of the world have placed on prisoners cap¬ 

tured in recent wars. Humanitarian values differ from nation 

to nation as do political goals. The deeper causes of these 

differences go back to the origins and- cultures of the nations 

themselves which is beyond the scope of this paper. What has 

been quite evident in the conflicts since World War II is that 

the Conn unist nations, particularly those in Asia, place a 

great deal of emphasis on war crimes against humanity. Thus 

in the undeclared wars that have taken place during this per¬ 

iod of the "Cold War"; military men have been forced to make 

confessions for purposes of propaganda,and some have even 

been tried as criminals in civilian courts. 

All nations, including those of the West, consider politic¬ 

al indoctrination of military captives as important. They also 

believe that those who cooperate and assist the captor1s war 

effort may be given certain privileges. Most of these nations 

do not admit that they are engaging in these practices,and the 

degree to which they will go will vary, but the evidence from 

World War II and Korea will support this contention. 

Kational pride may at times take priority over humanitar¬ 

ian values. There are many examples of this,but one of the 

(18) 



moat documented ia that of the Soviet Russian indifference 

toward the vast numbers of their own soldiers who capitulat¬ 

ed to the German Army during the early phases of World War 

II* Somev/hat similar was the unwillingness for moral purposes 

of the United States to force the Chinese and Korean prison¬ 

ers in their custody during the Korean War to return to their 

homes in Communist China and North Korea against their will* 

According to Admiral Turner Joy, the primary American negot¬ 

iator at the time, this refusal did much to delay by several 

years the freeing of American prisoners from Communist hands*^ 

As a general rule the treatment of P*W,*s has been relat¬ 

ively consistent by the United States but rather inconsist¬ 

ent by ths Communist countries* The reason for this is that 

the United States attempts to abide by the rules of internat¬ 

ional law* The Communists, on the other hand, although trying 

to stay within the framework of the law, tend to react to 

their own internal domestic struggles as well as to changes 

taking place in international relations* 

The importance of war prisoners as political pawns appears 

to be on the increase throughout the world today. It is hoped 

that this paper has shed some light on the various national 

attitudes toward the treatment of war prisoners as well as on 

some of the conditions under which these prisoners are used 

as pawns* By understanding these differing attitudes, American 

policy makers may be better prepared for possible future conflicts. 

)4.9 Cohen, p 28 
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